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Desert rodent assemblages from around the world provide convergent, but independent crucibles for testing theory and
deducing general ecological principles. The heteromyid rodents of North America and the gerbils of the Middle East and
their predators provide such an example. Both sets of rodents face predation from owls and vipers, but the North American
species possess unique traits that may represent macroevolutionary breakthroughs: rattlesnakes have infra-red sensitive
sensory pits, and heteromyids have cheek pouches. To test their significance, we brought together two gerbils (Middle
East), two heteromyid rodents (a kangaroo rat and a pocket mouse; North America) in a common setting (a vivarium in the
Negev Desert), and quantified the “opinions” of the rodents towards the North American sidewinder rattlesnake and the
Middle Eastern Saharan horned viper and the foraging behavior of each in the face of these snake predators plus owl
predators. Gerbils are fairly evenly matched in their anti-predator abilities, while the heteromyids differ widely, and these
seem to match well with and may determine the types of mechanisms of species coexistence that operate in the
communities of each continent. Evolutionary history, macroevolutionary traits, and risk management therefore combine to
determine the characteristics of the organisms and the organization of their communities.
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Introduction

Nature offers patterns and opportunities for seeking the

processes and general principles for developing a compre-

hensive and predictive theory of ecology. This quest can

take many forms. Some have posited the basic laws of

ecology (e.g., Turchin 2001) based on first principles of

population ecology. Others have quantified large-scale

geographic or temporal patterns of species diversity

(Brown 1995; Rosenzweig 1995) to discern consistent

and repeatable trends. The adaptations and characteristics

of the species themselves offer insights such as trait

patterns seen in allometric relationships (Peters 1983;

Calder 1984; Brown et al. 2004). Others have sought

coadaptations between feeding behaviors, physiology,

and consumer�resource dynamics to find mechanistic

understandings for patterns in body size relating to

climate and diet (Brown et al. in press). Among the most

striking patterns observed in nature concern organisms

and communities that appear remarkably convergent eco-

logically and/or evolutionarily (McGhee 2011).

The 1960s and 1970s were decades of great growth,

enthusiasm, and optimism for studying similar and con-

vergent communities (e.g., Karr & James 1975; Pianka

1975). Ideas and theories from geographical ecology

(MacArthur 1972) and biogeography (Brown & Gibson

1983; Lomolino et al. 2006) suggested that we could infer

general processes by examining ecological communities

in similar climatic conditions. Just as species can

converge in appearances and functions, perhaps so too

can ecological communities converge. So, by examining

the community structure of similar guilds of organisms in

climatically similar, but evolutionarily independent loca-

tions (e.g., different continents), ecologists hoped to

reveal similarities in community structure and organiza-

tion, and in so doing, reveal general ecological principles.

Thus, ecologists set out across the globe, often as part of

the International Biological Program (Worthington 2009;

Coleman 2010). Much outstanding ecological research

took place in deserts, in grasslands, in Mediterranean cli-

mates, in coniferous forests, and more (e.g., Cooper 1975;

Gooley et al. 1975) on biomes, on the origin and structure

of ecosystems, on organisms ranging from flowering

plants to lizards to birds. Yet, few general principles

emerged. Each case study seemed just that, a special case.

While ample evidence supported observations for how

species may converge (Grant 1972; Grant et al. 2004;

McGhee 2011), communities showed little evidence for

convergence (e.g., Barbour & Diaz 1973; Kelt et al. 1996;

Brown et al. 2000). The grand theme of community con-

vergences got placed on the back burner.

Here, we return to this theme. So what’s changed? In

the intervening years, the field’s understanding of ecology

and evolution has advanced on important fronts. We have

learned much about macroevolution and the role of con-

straint-breaking adaptations in incumbent replacement

(Rosenzweig & McCord 1991); we have learned much
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about mechanisms of species coexistence and the roles of

niche axes and tradeoffs (Brown 1989; Chessen 2000); we

have learned much about foraging theory and tradeoffs

and food and safety (e.g., Charnov 1976; Sih 1980;

Stephens and Krebs 1986; Brown 1988; Stephens et al.

2007), and in particular about predator�prey foraging

games (e.g., Hugie & Dill 1994; Sih 1998; Brown et al.

1999, Kotler et al. 2002) and risk management (Brown

1988; Brown et al. 1988; Lima 1988; Kotler et al. 1991;

Longland & Price 1991). We are thus better equipped to

examine communities from similar climates and better

understand what makes them converge and what makes

them diverge. To that end, we sum up a series of experi-

ments involving desert rodents from the Negev Desert of

the Middle East and the deserts of North America (Great

Basin Desert, Mojave Desert, and Sonoran Desert). We

feel that these communities represent the complex mani-

festation of several simple mechanisms of species coexis-

tence (Kotler & Brown 1988; Brown 1989; Kotler et al.

1993a; Ziv et al. 1993; Brown et al. 1994), and that varia-

tions in the characteristics of the species and the physical

environment in which the live produce the degree of con-

vergence that we observe in natural systems.

Deserts have provided some of the most striking

examples of convergent evolution between species or

groups of species. Who cannot be delighted by the cacti

of North America and the succulent Euphorbs of the Old

World deserts? Desert rodents of North America and the

Middle East provide additional examples of convergent

evolution (Mares 1980, 1983). Both deserts provide

diverse sets of nocturnal, semi-fossorial seed-eating

rodents: heteromyid rodents in North America and gerbil-

line rodents in the Negev. The rodents are similar in

appearances, body sizes, and habits. In addition, the line-

ages are of similar ages and inhabit deserts that closely

match each other in age and climatic conditions (Steppan

et al. 2004; Chevret and Dobigny 2005; Hafner et al.

2007). More than that, these desert rodents are well stud-

ied and have provided a crucible within which the chang-

ing views, theories, and approaches to ecological

communities have been formulated, refined, and tested

(Kotler & Brown 1988; Brown & Harney 1993; Rose-

nzweig & Abramsky 1997). Beyond that, both provide

diverse assemblages on sandy substrates, and both are

hunted by similar predators. Negev Desert and Great

Basin, Mojave, and Sonoran Desert rodents are all subject

to predation by owls, foxes, and vipers, in some cases

even by the same predator, e.g., barn owls (Tyto alba) and

red foxes (Vulpes vulpes). At the same time, desert

rodents and their predators offer some striking compro-

mise-breaking adaptations, evolutionary technologies that

are unavailable to their Old World counterparts. In partic-

ular, heteromyid rodents possess external fur-lined cheek

pouches (Morton et al. 1980) and their viper predators,

such as sidewinder rattlesnakes (Crotulus cerastres), pos-

sess heat-sensitive sensory pits that gerbils and Saharan

horned vipers (Cerastes cerastes) of the Negev Desert

do not.

How are these advantages? In regard to cheek

pouches, rodents can carry bigger loads of seeds than if

they could only carry seeds in their mouths as do gerbils.

Larger loads mean fewer trips back and forth from

resource patches to caching locations and less exposure to

predators. It also means that the rodents’ mouths are

always unencumbered with seeds should they be needed

to husk and process seeds for carrying, and carrying seeds

in pouches rather than mouths may mean less salivary

water loss.

In regard to heat-sensitive sensory pits, they allow

snakes to better “see” warm-bodied prey in the dark.

Aside from sensory pits for those snakes that possess

them, snakes can use vision, smell, and the ability to sense

ground vibrations to locate prey. The use of vision espe-

cially may make snakes more lethal predators on more

moonlit nights than on darker nights, as suggested by the

foraging behavior of gerbils at risk of predation from

Saharan horned vipers, a viper lacking sensory pits. The

addition of sensory pits may make vipers just as effective

on dark nights and perhaps even more so since rodents

may be less able to sense them in greater darkness. Sen-

sory pits may even increase snake lethality on bright,

moonlit nights by allowing snakes to strike more accu-

rately at the most vulnerable parts of a rodent’s body.

Is it mere coincidence that both rodent cheek pouches

and snake sensory pits occur in the North American

fauna? Or is it key to understanding the intercontinental

similarities and differences in North American Desert and

Negev Desert rodent communities?

Methods

In what follows, we will summarize the results of two key

sets of experiments designed to compare and contrast risk

management behavior of rodents from North America and

from the Middle East in the face of evolutionarily familiar

and novel predators from each location. Both experiments

required the experimental assembly of communities in

laboratory and semi-natural settings. To do so, we brought

together one large and one small coexisting desert rodent

from each continent, two common gerbils from the Negev

Desert of Israel and a kangaroo rat and a pocket mouse

from the deserts of the southwestern United States to a

common, controlled setting in the Negev Desert. The

Negev Desert gerbils include the greater Egyptian gerbil

(Gerbillus pyramidum), 40 g, and Allenby’s gerbil

(Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi), 24 g. The North American

Desert rodents include Merriam’s kangaroo rat (Dipod-

omys merriami), 45 g, and the desert pocket mouse (Chae-

todipus penicillatus), 22 g. All are nocturnal desert

granivores commonly found on sandy substrates such as

sand dunes. In addition to these animals, we also brought

together their various predators, including barn owls

(found in both continents), red foxes (found in both conti-

nents), sidewinder rattlesnakes (found in North America),

and greater Saharan horned vipers (found in the Middle

East). All four rodents have adaptations to reduce the risk

of predation, including hopping locomotion for enhanced

escape abilities and auditory adaptations to increase hear-

ing acuity. These adaptations are especially well devel-

oped in the kangaroo rats. The predators represent the key
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classes with which the rodents need to contend. In regard

to the rodents and snakes, we used only males to ensure

that there could be no accidental introductions.

The first set of experiments was intended to “ask” the

rodents their “opinions” of the two snake species regard-

ing which was the greater danger, once before prolonged

exposure to each predator and once after. Since the two

snake species come from different continents, each rodent

has one snake with which it shares an evolutionary history

and one with which it does not. We conducted these

“interviews” in four-chambered arenas. Each arena con-

sisted of a circular nest box to which three 80 £ 40 £
40 cm “interview” chambers that could be washed

between “interviews” were connected with tubes. The

rodent could pass freely back and forth from the nest box

to any of the chambers. Each chamber was large enough

to contain a small cage and a 38 £ 28 £ 8 cm foraging

tray. The foraging trays each contained 3 l of sand into

which we mixed 3 g of millet seed. These provide good

approximations of the rodents’ natural resource patches.

Furthermore, the rodents experience diminishing returns

to their resource harvest rates as they devote time to each

tray (Kotler & Brown 1990; Brown et al. 1994). As such,

patch use by the rodents is well described by the Brown’s

(1988) patch use model. A consequence is that the amount

of food left behind in the patch following foraging, called

the giving-up density (GUD), reflects foraging costs,

including the cost arising from the risk of predation. By

placing a caged snake of one species or the other, or an

empty cage for a control, in the different chambers and

measuring the GUDs, we can learn which snake the rodent

fears more as revealed by which GUD is higher. In this

way, we can see whether rodents recognize the evolution-

arily novel snake as a threat and whether this threat is as

great as that from the familiar snake. We can also learn

whether this assessment changes after experiencing both

snakes for two months in a larger, more natural setting. In

these experiments, we interviewed rodents by placing

them one at a time into the arena, allowing them to forage

for 2 hours, and then measuring GUDs in response to the

sidewinder rattlesnake, the horned viper, or the control.

For each species, we interviewed 24 individuals.

The second set of experiments was conducted in a

large 17 £ 34£ 4.5 m vivarium. The vivarium is outdoors

and so experiences natural variances and temperatures and

moon light. It is divided into quarters, with gates between

the quadrats that allow the rodents to pass while excluding

snakes. Each quadrat held 12 seed trays and 36 low trel-

lises on which we stacked cut brush to mimic bushes. We

placed half of the seed trays under bushes and half in the

open since owls and foxes make the open microhabitat

more dangerous (e.g., Kotler et al. 1991), while snakes are

more dangerous in the bush (Kotler et al. 1992, 1993b,

1993c; Bouskila 1995). Also, we fitted each rodent with a

passive induction transponder (PIT) tag placed subcutane-

ously to uniquely identify each animal, and we placed PIT

tag readers (Model SQID, Vantro Ltd., Burnsville, Minne-

sota, USA) under half of the foraging trays. Each reader

consisted of a plate antenna attached to a data logger and

a central controller that provided power and allowed us to

download data remotely. With the readers, we could log

the time and duration of each visit to the tray, along with

the identity of the forager. By knowing the initial amount

of food in each tray (3 g), the total cumulative time spent

in the tray by foragers each night, and the final amount of

food left behind (the GUD), we could fit the data to

Holling’s disc equation to construct harvest rate curves

(see Kotler & Brown 1990; Berger-Tal et al. 2010; Kotler

et al. 2010; Embar et al. 2011). Harvest rate curves allow

us to deconstruct risk management into time allocation

and vigilance.

Each experiment lasted two months and two complete

moon cycles. To set up an experiment, we placed two

sidewinder rattlesnakes in one quadrat, two horned vipers

in another, and one of each snake species in a third quad-

rat; the fourth quadrat remained snake free. Then, we

placed 24 individuals (corrected for metabolic rate) of a

given species into the vivarium, six in each quadrat; the

rodents were then free to move as they chose through all

four quadrats. Each day, we provisioned each tray with

3 g of millet. The following morning, we sifted the sand

of each tray to recover the remaining seeds and weighed

them to record the GUD of the tray. For each month, we

collected eight nights of data centered on new moon and

eight nights centered on full moon (two moon phases);

within each moon phase, we placed a barn owl in the

vivarium every other night. Those nights, the owl was

free to fly throughout the vivarium. We checked the vivar-

ium daily for owls spit pellets and snake feces. When pos-

sible, we scanned predators directly for rodent PIT tags.

We replaced rodents when we obtained evidence that one

had been eaten by a predator. At the end of two months,

rodents were removed from the vivarium and re-inter-

viewed. We ran separate experiments for each rodent

species.

We analyzed data using partially hierarchical analysis

of variance, and compared means within factors or inter-

actions using Tukey HSD tests.

Results

In the interviews, the rodents all recognized the evolution-

arily novel snake as a risk, as evidenced by higher GUDs

in response to a caged snake compared to the control in

which there was an empty cage (Figure 1). But they recog-

nized their evolutionarily familiar snake as an even

greater threat (M.S. D 0.010, F4,340 D 7.80, p < 0.001;

Figure 1). This suggests perhaps some sort of genetic pre-

disposition to recognize predators that they may encounter

as dangerous. Yet, all of the rodents increased their fear of

the sidewinder rattlesnakes following lengthy exposure to

both snakes (Figure 1). This suggests that while they may

have a predisposition to respond strongly to their actual

predators, they can learn to adjust their assessments, even

for the rodents that came from lineages that never previ-

ously encountered that particular predator (Bleicher et al.

Manuscript a). The striking convergence of the side-

winders and the horned vipers, though, suggests that this

may not generalize to less similar predators.
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The vivarium experiments provide a more comprehen-

sive picture of risk management of the various rodents

interacting with the various predators. The picture starts

with the overall giving-up densities for each rodent. For

the two gerbils, these species have fairly similar and mod-

erately high GUDs. Those of the larger species, G. pyra-

midum, averaged 0.245 g more than those of the smaller

G. a. allenbyi (Figure 2; Bleicher et al. manuscript b, man-

uscript c, manuscript d). These coexisting species there-

fore seem fairly closely matched in their abilities to

forage in the face of a diversity of predators. In contrast,

the North American heteromyids differ strikingly, with

the pocket mouse C. penicillatus showing by far the high-

est GUDs (0.363 g higher than any of the gerbils and

1.611 g higher than the kangaroo rat) and the kangaroo rat

D. merriami showing by far the lowest (Figure 2). Where

with the gerbils, there is little scope for partitioning across

factors affecting GUDs, for the heteromyids, there is

ample variability.

The specific responses to different predators show

striking differences between the gerbils, on the one hand,

and the heteromyids, on the other hand. Both gerbils show

a stronger response to owls than to snakes (M.S. D
32.016, F4,864 D 56.642, p D 0.001, Figure 3; M.S. D
1.07, F4,422 D 7.45, p < 0.001; Figure 4). This is espe-

cially so in the second month for G. a. allenbyi (M.S. D
2.24, F4,422 D 15.60, p < 0.001). And though both gerbils

may come to fear rattlesnakes more than horned vipers,

only the large gerbil G. pyramidum comes to fear new

moon periods more than full moon when horned vipers

are most lethal (M.S. D 9.16, F1,424 D 63.70, p < 0.001)

while G. a. allenbyi does not. Gerbils seem more con-

cerned with owls than snakes, though overall the

responses to different predators are small (Bleicher et al.

manuscript b, manuscript d).

Figure 1. Giving-up densities (§s.e.) from entry and exit inter-
views for four species of desert rodents. In these interviews,
rodents could forage in the presence of Saharan horned vipers
(HV), Cerastes cerastes, or sidewinder rattlesnakes (SR), Crota-
lus cerastes. Entry and exit refer to trials that occurred before
rodents participated in the vivarium experiment or after, respec-
tively. Rodent species included the desert pocket mouse (Chae-
todipus penicillatus, CP), Merriam’s kangaroo rats (Dipodomys
merriami, DM), Allenby’s gerbil (Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi,
GA), and the greater Egyptian gerbil (Gerbillus pyramidum, GP).

Figure 2. Mean giving-up densities (§s.e.) averaged over all
treatments from the vivarium experiments for four species of
desert rodents.

Figure 3. Gerbillus andersoni allenbyi. (a) Giving-up densities
(Cs.e.) in response to predator treatments for the two months of
the vivarium experiment. Predator treatments included the pres-
ence of a barn owl in the vivarium (Owl), quadrats with two
Saharan horned vipers (Horned viper), quadrats with two side-
winder rattlesnakes (Sidewinder), quadrats with both snakes
(Both), and quadrats lacking any snakes (None). (b) Giving-up
densities (§s.e.) according to moon phase for the two months of
the vivarium experiment.
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The heteromyid rodents respond most strongly to the

snakes, especially over time (for pocket mice, M.S. D
1.904, F4,220 D 22.146, p < 0.001; for kangaroo rats, M.S.

D 10.49, F4,200 D 42.373, p < 0.001). This response

extends to increased avoidance of the bush microhabitat,

where snakes are most lethal, in both the pocket mouse

and kangaroo rat (M.S. D 0.573, F4,220 D 6.662, p <

0.001; Figures 5 and 6). And kangaroo rats show their

highest GUDs and strongest response to snakes at new

moon (M.S. D 1.198, F4,200. D 9.134, p < 0.001). This is

when rattlesnakes should be most lethal, and so the moon

phase effect suggests that their snake response is dominated

by rattlesnakes (Bleicher et al. manuscript b, manuscript c).

Discussion

“Common garden” experiments are not typically done

with mammals, birds, and reptiles, especially in regard to

foraging behavior. Perhaps, this is because any such

experiments necessarily are artificial in one way or

another. Yet, such an experiment can be a particular

strength. Comparisons of communities and their species

across continents always suffer from the question of to

what to attribute differences. Is it because of subtle differ-

ences in climate? Habitat structure? Species attributes?

Species interactions? Methods? History? A common gar-

den experiment solves many of these issues since climate,

weather, structure of the environment, and experimental

methods are necessarily the same. What remains are spe-

cies attributes and interactions. We took advantage of that

here to examine and compare desert rodents from North

America and the Middle East.

Desert rodents from the Negev and the Southwestern

United States share many attributes. They are typically

burrow-dwelling, nocturnal granivores; they occur across

a variety of substrates; their species diversity is correlated

to rainfall and productivity (Brown 1975; Abramsky &

Rosenzweig 1984; Abramsky et al. 1985).

Yet, there are striking differences. North American

assemblages are more diverse, even when focusing on ani-

mals found on a single substrate type such as sand. And

the known mechanisms of species coexistence in the two

Figure 4. Gerbillus pyramidum. (a) Giving-up densities (Cs.e.)
in response to predator treatments for the two months of the
vivarium experiment. Predator treatments included the presence
of a barn owl in the vivarium (Owl), quadrats with two Saharan
horned vipers (Horned viper), quadrats with two sidewinder rat-
tlesnakes (Sidewinder), quadrats with both snakes (Both), and
quadrats lacking any snakes (None). (b) Giving-up densities
(§s.e.) according to moon phase for the two months of the vivar-
ium experiment.

Figure 5. Chaetodipus penicillatus. (a) Giving-up densities
(Cs.e.) in response to predator treatments for the two months of
the vivarium experiment. Predator treatments included the pres-
ence of a barn owl in the vivarium (Owl), quadrats with two
Saharan horned vipers (Horned viper), quadrats with two side-
winder rattlesnakes (Sidewinder), quadrats with both snakes
(Both), and quadrats lacking any snakes (None). (b) Giving-up
densities (§s.e.) according to moon phase for the two months of
the vivarium experiment.
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continents (e.g., Brown & Lieberman 1973; Rosenzweig

1973; Price 1978; Kotler 1984; Kotler & Brown 1988;

Brown 1989; Kotler et al. 1993a; Ziv et al. 1993; Brown

et al. 1994) appear to overlap little. Even species such as

jerboas and kangaroo rats that show dramatic morphologi-

cal convergence appear to be ecologically divergent

(Mares 1975, 1993).

What do we learn when we place gerbils and hetero-

myid rodents on a level playing field? Overall, we saw

two major outcomes. The first is that while the gerbils and

the heteromyid rodents both are wary of predators, they

differ in which type of predator appears to matter most.

The gerbils appeared more keyed on owls, the hetero-

myids more keyed on snakes. In regard to the gerbils,

both species responded directly to the presence of the

owls. G. a. allenbyi became much more fearful of owls

from the first month of the experiment to the second

(increasing GUDs), while becoming much less fearful of

snakes; G. pyramidum showed overall higher GUDs for

owls compared to snakes. At the same time, G. a. allenbyi

showed an indirect response to owls by having higher giv-

ing-up densities at full moon when owls are more lethal

(Kotler et al. 1991) rather than at new moon when rattle-

snakes should be, although this may reflect a response to

horned vipers. This is not to imply that gerbils ignore

snakes. In these experiments, both gerbils began the

experiments fearing horned vipers more than sidewinder

rattlesnakes, but finished fearing sidewinders more, a

result also supported by the interview data. Furthermore,

G. pyramidum began the experiment with higher GUDs in

the open, but finished with higher GUDs in the bush. This

last result suggests that, for the larger gerbil species,

snakes did not lose their importance altogether. They are

also consistent with past vivarium experiments with ger-

bils in which rodents had lower GUDs in the open when

snakes were the only predators (Kotler et al. 1992, 1993b,

1993c), lower GUDs in the bush when owls were the only

predator (e.g., Kotler et al. 1991), and again lower GUDs

in the bush when both owls and snakes were present

(Kotler et al. 1992). Nonetheless, even when the moon

phase response of G. pyramidum suggested special wari-

ness to snakes, it still held higher GUDs in response to

owls even while its GUDs in response to snakes were

falling.

In contrast to the gerbils, the heteromyids seem espe-

cially keyed on snakes. Pocket mice and kangaroo rats

showed direct responses to the presence of snakes them-

selves, as well as indirect responses by kangaroo rats to

environmental factors associated with increased risk from

snakes. In regard to direct responses, both pocket mouse

and kangaroo rat GUDs were as high as or higher in

response to snakes than to owls. In regard to indirect

responses, Kangaroo rats showed higher GUDs in the

darkness of the new moon when rattlesnakes should be

most lethal and in the bush microhabitat where both vipers

appear more dangerous.

The importance of snakes to heteromyids and espe-

cially kangaroo rats is further suggested by past vivarium

experiments. Previous experiments (Brown et al. 1988;

Kotler et al. 1988) involving kangaroo rats and pocket

mice with owls as predators showed two striking patterns.

First, kangaroo rats had higher GUDs than did the pocket

mice. Here, in our current experiments that included

snakes, kangaroo rat GUDs are far, far lower. Second,

previously both kangaroo rats and pocket mice had higher

GUDs in the open. In contrast, GUDs in our current exper-

iment started out so as well, but by the end of the experi-

ment, kangaroo rats and pocket mice had GUDs that were

as low or lower in the open. In both cases, snakes caused

dramatic alterations in rodent foraging. Such may be the

case in the field, too. Brown (1989) examined microhabi-

tat use in a community of desert rodents at a Sonoran Des-

ert site where rattlesnakes were prominent. During winter

months when rattlesnakes were in hibernation, kangaroo

rats showed higher GUDs in the open than the bush; in

summer months when rattlesnakes were active, they

showed higher GUDs in the bush, even though owls were

also present.

The second lesson from the even playing field is that

the two gerbil species are very similar in their foraging

responses to predators, while the heteromyids show much

contrast. This was best illustrated in the near matching of

Figure 6. Dipodomys merriami. (a) Giving-up densities (Cs.e.)
in response to predator treatments for the two months of the
vivarium experiment. Predator treatments included the presence
of a barn owl in the vivarium (Owl), quadrats with two Saharan
horned vipers (Horned viper), quadrats with two sidewinder rat-
tlesnakes (Sidewinder), quadrats with both snakes (Both), and
quadrats lacking any snakes (None). (b) Giving-up densities
(§s.e.) according to moon phase for the two months of the vivar-
ium experiment.
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mean GUDs of the two gerbil species and the very large

difference between pocket mice and kangaroo rats from

Figure 2. To this, we can add the similarity between the

gerbils in how they respond to predators. With similar

means and similar responses of the gerbils to changing

risk due to habitat, microhabitat, moon phase, and preda-

tor, there is little scope for risk of predation to play a role

in any partitioning of time or space. Likewise, there is a

superficial similarity in how the pocket mice and kanga-

roo rats responded to predators, but the pocket mice have

high costs to begin with and can only show a narrow

response compared to the kangaroo rats. The great con-

trasts in their GUDs and in their capacity to respond leave

ample opportunity for partitioning. And indeed, predation

appears to play vastly different roles in the coexistence of

gerbil species compared to heteromyids (Brown & Lieber-

man 1973; Rosenzweig 1973; Kotler 1984; Brown 1989;

Kotler et al. 1993a; Ziv et al. 1993; Brown et al. 1994).

Although there are only a handful of examples of stud-

ies of mechanisms of species coexistence in desert rodent

communities in both North America and the Middle East,

the results are suggestive. In North America, mechanisms

of coexistence are well studied in a Sonoran Desert com-

munity (Brown 1989). In addition, mechanisms have been

partially studied in communities from the Sonoran Desert

(e.g., Brown 1975; Price 1978), as well as the Great Basin

Desert (Brown & Lieberman 1973; Kotler 1984), Chihua-

huan Desert (Rosenzweig 1973), and Mojave Desert (Kelt

et al. 1996). In each community studied, the primary

mechanism intimately involves the risk of predation. In

the Sonoran Desert community we studied (Brown 1989),

seasonal changes in the community of active predators led

to seasonal rotation of foraging efficiencies of a kangaroo

rat, a pocket mouse, and a ground squirrel. Seasonal tor-

por in Mojave rattlesnakes, seasonal reproduction of bur-

rowing owls, and seasonal migration of red tailed hawks

provided the temporal variation in predator numbers, risk,

and the predation costs of foraging. Coupled with this, the

different rodent species were most vulnerable to different

predators, the kangaroo rat to the rattlesnake, the pocket

mouse to the burrowing owl, and the ground squirrel to

the hawk. The result was that GUDs of the rodents nega-

tively covaried, with each rodent species having a season

during which it was the most efficient forager in the com-

munity and during which it profited more than any of its

competitors. This community also supported a secondary

mechanism with an additional ground squirrel that

involved spatial variation in seed patch richness in which

predation may not have figured. In the Great Basin Desert

community (Brown & Lieberman 1973; Kotler 1984;

Larsen 1986), where venomous snakes do not occur on

sand dune habitats, and other snakes are rare, bush-open

microhabitat selection in response to various medium-

sized owls appears to provide the key mechanism of coex-

istence. There, kangaroo rats and kangaroo mice forage

more in the open in accordance to their anti-predator mor-

phology and body size for the kangaroo rats, while smaller

pocket mice and other small non-heteromyid rodents for-

age under or near the protection of bushes. Microhabitat

selection also appears equally important in other rodent

communities in the Mojave, Sonoran, and Chihuahuan

Deserts (e.g., Price 1978). In all these cases, risk of preda-

tion plays a prominent role in structuring the rodent com-

munities. This would not be possible except for the large

variance among rodent species in their scope and abilities

in handling different types of predators, as was also seen

between the kangaroo rat and the pocket mouse in our cur-

rent experiments.

In contrast, the rodent communities of the Negev Des-

ert hold no apparent roles for predation in supporting spe-

cies coexistence. There, coexistence of gerbils on sand

dunes is based on competitive attributes. The key feature

of the environment is the daily variability in the richness

of seed resource patches (Ben-Natan et al. 2004). This

comes about from reliable daytime winds blowing from

the northwest that are strong enough to move sand about

and deposit seeds in depressions and wind shadows,

resulting in daily renewal of seed resource patches and

daily pulses in seed availability. These newly renewed

seed patches are then depleted by the foraging gerbils dur-

ing the night. Thus, the pulse and depletion dynamics

cause daily variability of resource availability or abun-

dance. The gerbils then trade off foraging efficiency at

high versus low resource density, with the tradeoff being

driven by body size differences between the gerbil spe-

cies. Body size-related differences in harvest rates, han-

dling times, search efficiency, and interference abilities

(Kotler & Brown 1990; Ziv et al. 1993; Ovadia et al.

2001) lead to temporal partitioning (Kotler et al. 1993a;

Ziv et al. 1993; Ziv et al. 1995; Wasserberg et al. 2005,

2006, 2007) and coexistence. Risk of predation may have

a role in enforcing habitat selection patterns, but habitat

selection itself does not provide a mechanism of species

coexistence here (Brown et al. 1994). Similarities in the

gerbil species in their anti-predator abilities, seen in the

field and in our experiments, do not appear to give enough

scope for meaningful partitioning.

Why such intercontinental differences between the

rodent communities? We suggest that it has to do with dif-

ferent macroevolutionary histories. To recap, both sets of

rodents come from structurally similar and climatically

similar sand dune communities. The rodents from North

America possess cheek pouches, show great contrast in

overall GUDs, appear more keyed on snakes than owls,

and coexist via mechanisms in which predation is strongly

implicated. In addition, their snake predators possess heat-

sensitive sensory pits. The rodents from the Negev Desert,

on the other hand, do not have cheek pouches and carry

seeds to cache in their mouths, are closely matched to

each other in overall GUDs and responses to predators,

appear to care more about owls than snakes, and coexist

via competitive mechanisms in which predation does

not feature prominently. Their snakes do not possess

sensory pits.

We propose that the sensory pits of the rattlesnakes

and the cheek pouches of the heteromyid rodents are the

smoking guns. Kangaroo rats and pocket mice are the way

they are and North American desert rodent communities

are the way they are because their vipers possess sensory

pits. Sensory pits make vipers formidable predators
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throughout all nights of the lunar cycle, with no respite at

new moon. Rodents have countered this in several ways.

In evolutionary history, the heteromyid rodents possessed

cheek pouches even before they entered deserts histori-

cally (Hafner et al. 2007). Cheek pouches allow foragers

to carry fewer, larger loads while provisioning caches

(Morton et al. 1980), and so may have helped early colo-

nizers to invade deserts by limiting their exposure to

snakes and other predators in the open habitat. This may

have been especially crucial because those snakes proc-

essed sensory pits. Once there, then some lineages of

rodents could evolve further anti-predator specializations

such as inflated auditory bullae for hearing acuity and

locomotory adaptations for bipedal movement. These

suits of characteristics are effective against desert preda-

tors, and especially effective against snakes (Webster

1962; Webster & Strother 1972). This allowed kangaroo

rats and pocket mice to diverge into lineages of anti-pred-

ator/anti-snake specialists versus small, energetically effi-

cient competitors that could exploit sheltered habitats and

microhabitats. Ultimately, the result was the great scope

in GUDs between the kangaroo rats and the pocket mice

that we saw in our vivarium experiments and that allow

partitioning of microhabitats and seasons. In contrast, the

gerbils and the horned vipers do not possess those extraor-

dinary characteristics, and the snakes present less formi-

dable threats especially on dark nights. In response to the

snakes and other predators, the gerbil species react simi-

larly, and do not show enough differences to allow parti-

tioning; the mechanisms of coexistence must come from

other features of the organisms and the environment.

Intercontinental comparisons of communities of eco-

logically similar organisms in climatically similar loca-

tions should yield much insight into characteristics of

organisms, characteristics of communities, and even gen-

eral ecological principles. Yet, the expected strong con-

vergence of organisms and communities does not seem

common. Even so, such comparisons can still accomplish

these goals. In the case of desert rodents, the organisms

and communities are not fully convergent. Nonetheless,

we now have a good understanding of what makes

them similar and what makes them different. The rodents

we studied here are all similarly sized, nocturnal, grani-

vorous, burrow dwellers from sandy substrates with

physiological adaptations for conserving water and mor-

phological adaptations for detecting predators. Surely, the

open arid desert environment and the fluid sandy sub-

strates on which they live underlie much of this. But they

are also different in understandable ways in their full suits

of anti-predatory characteristics and behaviors, and their

community structures, and these are understandable in the

context of their macroevolutionary histories and con-

straint-breaking adaptations. In this sense, the communi-

ties of desert rodents of North America and the Middle

East are now understood at the deepest evolutionary and

ecological levels.

The prospectus of such understandings is encouraging.

As we gain deep understanding of more and more ecologi-

cal communities, we will better understand when organ-

isms and communities converge and the limits to

convergence, and we will draw nearer and nearer to the

general understanding of ecological principles that we

had hoped to gain those many decades ago. But this

understanding will be even better than originally hoped

because it will be infused with the evolutionary process in

all its complexities. It is this understanding that will be

necessary to best address ecological challenges of the

twenty-first century, including conservation, invasive spe-

cies, emerging infectious diseases, and climate change.
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